Nanomicelles loaded with doxorubicin and curcumin for alleviating multidrug resistance in lung cancer
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Purpose: A new type of polymeric micelle (PM) was assembled using a polyethylene glycol (PEG)-linked (PEGylated) amphiphilic copolymer and δ-tocopheryl PEG1000 succinate (TPGS1000). The micelles were used to deliver doxorubicin (DOX) and curcumin (CUR) for alleviating multidrug resistance (MDR) in lung cancer cells while enhancing the therapeutic efficacy of DOX.

Methods: Micelles loaded with DOX and CUR were assembled using a film-forming technique. Micelles were used to treat A549/Adr cells to find out whether micelles had the ability to reverse the MDR of A549/Adr cells. Some investigations were conducted using tumor-bearing mice to assess whether these micelles had enhanced antitumor efficacy as compared to DOX alone or the combination of DOX and CUR.

Results: Some micelles (DOX + CUR)–PMs had a small average size of about 17 nm and showed definite ability to deliver both DOX and CUR into DOX-resistant A549/Adr cells. The PMs had high cytotoxicity toward A549/Adr cells when the applied equivalent DOX dose was 1 µg/mL or higher. The cellular uptake of (DOX + CUR)–PMs into A549/Adr cells was found to be associated with an energy-dependent, caveolae-mediated, and clathrin-independent mechanism. (DOX + CUR)–PMs helped to prolong the circulation of DOX or CUR as compared to the individual administration of DOX or CUR, and they exhibited high inhibiting efficiency against the growth of tumors and were able to reduce the side effects of DOX.

Conclusion: TPGS1000 and CUR could synergistically reverse DOX-resistance of A549/Adr cells. In vivo examinations confirmed that the micelles had the capability to increase the plasma concentration of DOX or CUR, as well as to prolong their respective blood circulation. These micelles were able to significantly inhibit tumor growth in Lewis lung carcinoma tumor-bearing mice while reducing the side effects of DOX. The micelles showed potential in the treatment of lung cancer.
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Introduction

The resistance of human tumors to multiple chemotherapeutic agents, commonly called as multidrug resistance (MDR), has been recognized as a major obstacle in the effective treatment of many malignancies.1 MDR can occur mainly due to two reasons: 1) tumor cells may be inherently resistant to certain chemotherapeutic agents due to their genetic characteristics; and 2) tumor cells could acquire resistance after being constantly exposed to a chemotherapeutic drug for a long period of time. The second one is the main cause of the failure of chemotherapy.1,2 To enhance the therapeutic efficacy of chemotherapeutic agents involved in MDR-related cancer therapies,
the issue of how to overcome MDR of cancer cells often needs to be addressed regardless of the cause.4–7

Doxorubicin (DOX) is an anthracycline glycoside antibiotic and has a broad spectrum of antitumor activity against a variety of solid tumors, including cancers of the breast, endometrium, liver, bile duct, esophagus, and bone.4–7 Despite its wide use in the clinic, DOX can result in severe side effects, mainly including cardiotoxicity, bone marrow suppression, as well as hematological and testicular toxicity.8 In addition, a range of tumors has developed resistance to this drug.8,9 A few synthetic small molecules and antibodies, which show various abilities to inhibit the actions of MDR-related proteins, have been used to improve therapeutic efficacy of DOX but their functions are limited because of their undesirable effects and low stability.8 In recent years, several natural herbs have aroused increasing interest in cancer chemotherapy due to their sensitization functions.10–12 Different natural herbs have already been used together with different chemotherapeutic agents, and enhanced efficacies along with reduced side effects for these chemotherapeutic agents have been reported.13,14

Among the optional herbs, curcumin (CUR) has been extensively investigated because it can induce apoptosis – or even death – of the sensitized cancer cells by inhibiting the activity of human epidermal growth factor receptor-2 and nuclear factor κB.15,16 CUR is also an effective sensitizer that can restrict the activity of some MDR-related proteins and inhibit different types of cancer cells from proliferating.17,18 Therefore, it will be feasible to use DOX and CUR together for alleviating MDR of some cancer cells while enhancing the therapeutic efficacy of DOX. Nevertheless, a simple blend of DOX and CUR will not be a favorable formulation for their combined use because CUR has poor aqueous solubility and low bioavailability; moreover, CUR could be rapidly cleared by the circulation.19,20

To date, several nanocarriers involving liposomes, polyethylene glycol (PEG)-linked (PEGylated) polycaprolactone nanoparticles and chitosan/poly(butyl cyanoacrylate) nanoparticles have been used to deliver DOX and CUR together.21–24 Although these nanocarriers have shown improved anticancer efficacy against different tumors, whether they have the potential to reverse MDR of cancer cells has not been examined. In this study, an attempt has been made to develop a new type of nanocarrier that can deliver DOX together with CUR to inhibit the growth of certain lung cancer cells showing MDR characteristics. To achieve this, a type of (DOX + CUR)-loaded polymeric micelle (PM) was assembled using 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-methoxy-poly(ethylene glycol)2000 (DSPE-PEG2000) and d-tocopheryl polyethylene glycylcol succinate (TPGS1000). Of these selected materials, DSPE-PEG2000 is a biodegradable amphiphilic copolymer with self-assembly features.25,26 The DSPE-PEG2000 component in PMs contributes to the construction of a hydrophobic core for loading both DOX and CUR and, at the same time, to the formation of a hydrophilic shell for favorable in vivo circulation. Another component in PMs, namely, TPGS1000 is one of the membrane efflux transporters and has inhibiting functions against the adenosine triphosphate (ATP)-dependent pump P-glycoprotein (P-gp).27–29 In addition to its application in enhanced chemotherapy, TPGS has recently been used as a component to modify solid–lipid nanoparticles for overcoming P-gp-mediated MDR related to leukemia.30 In these applications, TPGS1000 has shown certain ability to inhibit the exocytosis of the internalized nanoparticles from cancer cells.27–30 Therefore, it would be possible to help DOX to circumvent the MDR-associated pathways in some cancer cells while enhancing the anticancer efficacy of DOX if the carriers used for the delivery of DOX could be built using DSPE-PEG2000 and TPGS1000.

Although some vehicles for the co-delivery of DOX and CUR have been investigated,21–24 nanocarriers that have an ability to overcome MDR of certain lung cancer cells, in addition to being able to enhance the therapeutic efficacy of DOX against lung cancer, are still few. Some (DOX + CUR)-loaded PMs have been thus assembled using a film-forming technique, and the assembling conditions have been optimized to achieve desirable ones with small sizes and high drug loadings (DLs). The obtained PMs have been examined to see whether they had the ability to reverse the MDR of certain lung cancer cells. Some in vivo investigations on these PMs have also been conducted using Lewis lung carcinoma (LLC) tumor-bearing C57BL/6 mice to assess their antitumor efficacy.

Materials and methods

Materials

DOX·HCl and DSPE-PEG2000 were bought from Norzer (Beijing, China) and NOF Corporation (Tokyo, Japan), respectively. CUR, TPGS1000, sulforhodamine B, MTT, and trypsin were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA). Dulbecco’s minimum essential medium (DMEM), Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI)-1640 medium, and fetal bovine serum (FBS) were obtained from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)-grade solvents were supplied by Sayfo (Tianjin, China). All other reagents and chemicals
were of analytical grade and obtained from Sinopharm, Beijing, China.

Assembly of PMs
DOX-HCl at 2 mg/mL concentration (20 mL) was stirred with twice the number of moles of triethylamine in dimethyl sulfoxide overnight to obtain the DOX free base. After that, CUR (5 mg), TPGS<sub>1000</sub> (100 mg), and DSPE-PEG<sub>2000</sub> (20 mg) were added to a solution of DOX in methanol with stirring for 20 min. The organic solvent was removed using a rotary evaporator under reduced pressure. The drug-loaded film was hydrated at 37°C for 10 min using normal saline. The mixture was centrifuged at 12,000 rpm for 10 min and filtered using 0.22 µm filters to achieve the micelles. The so-produced micelles were referred to as (DOX + CUR)–PMs. A schematic illustration for the assembly of (DOX + CUR)–PMs is presented in Figure 1.

To determine the DL and the loading efficiency (LE) of the PMs, (DOX + CUR)–PMs were dispersed in methanol and subjected to ultrasonic treatment in order to extract DOX and CUR. The content of DOX or CUR in the micelles was analyzed using HPLC (Eclipse XDB-C<sub>18</sub> column, 150 x 4.6 mm, 5 µm) under the following running conditions: mobile phase, methanol containing 3 mM monopotassium phosphate, and acetic acid (methanol/monopotassium phosphate/acetic acid/water = 230/20/2/748, v/v); flow rate, 1.0 mL/min; injection volume, 20 µL; column temperature, 25°C; and detection wavelength, 227 nm. DL and LE were calculated using the following formulas:

\[
    DL(\%) = \left( \frac{M_o}{M} \right) \times 100\% \quad (1)
\]

\[
    LE(\%) = \left( \frac{M_o}{M_1} \right) \times 100\% \quad (2)
\]

where \( M_o \) is the mass of DOX or CUR encapsulated inside micelles and \( M_1 \) is the mass of feeding DOX or CUR, with \( M \) denoting the mass of micelles.

Characterization
PM suspensions were prepared using ultrapure water and detected using a dynamic light scattering instrument (DAWN<sup>®</sup> HELEOS<sup>™</sup>; Wyatt Technology, Santa Barbara, CA, USA) to determine the size distribution and zeta potential of the (DOX + CUR)–PMs. The morphology of (DOX + CUR)–PMs was viewed using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) by putting a drop of suspension onto carbon-coated copper grids and negatively staining with 1% uranyl acetate. The colloidal stability of (DOX + CUR)–PMs was assessed by incubating them with 1% and 10% bovine serum albumin (BSA) at 37°C for 24 h, respectively.

In vitro release
The release profiles of DOX and CUR from the (DOX + CUR)–PMs were determined using a dialysis method. (DOX + CUR)–PMs were introduced into membrane tubes (molecular weight cutoff: 14,000 Da), and the tubes were fully immersed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; pH 7.4) containing 0.1% Tween 80. At predetermined time intervals, an aliquot of release medium (1 mL) was withdrawn while replenishing with the same volume of fresh buffer, and the released DOX or CUR was measured using HPLC under the same running conditions mentioned earlier. Three specimens were measured for each sample.

Cytotoxicity analysis
Human lung cancer cells, A549 cells (DOX-sensitive), A549/Adr cells (P-gp overexpressing, DOX-resistant), and

---

**Figure 1** Schematic illustration of (DOX + CUR)–PMs assembled using DSPE-PEG<sub>2000</sub> and TPGS<sub>1000</sub>.

**Abbreviations:** CUR, curcumin; DOX, doxorubicin; DSPE-PEG<sub>2000</sub>, 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphothanolamine-N-[methoxy(poly(ethylene glycol))<sub>2000</sub>]; PMs, polymeric micelles; TPGS<sub>1000</sub>, d-tocopheryl polyethylene glycol<sub>1000</sub> succinate.
murine L929 cells were obtained from the Cell Bank of Peking Union Medical University (Beijing, China), and the Cell Bank obtained these cell lines from ATCC (American Type Culture Collection, USA). The present study did not deal directly with patients, medical records, or human tissues, and patient consent was therefore not required. A549 or L929 cells were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin–streptomycin at 37°C in 5% CO₂ atmosphere. In the case of A549/Adr cells, they were cultured in complete medium containing 1 µg/mL of DOX. In addition, murine LLC cells (Type Culture Collection of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China), which are frequently used in preclinical studies, were cultured in RPMI-1640 supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin–streptomycin at 37°C in 5% CO₂ humidified atmosphere, and the culture medium was refreshed twice a week until cell confluence. The four types of cells were respectively resuspended in PBS for further use.

To see the impact of blank micelles on the growth of normal cells, L929 cells (96-well plate, 1×10⁴ cells per well) were exposed to blank micelles at varied doses changing from 6.25 to 200 µg/mL, and their viability was measured using the MTT assay.

In regard to A549 and A549/Adr cells, they were treated with different DOX-containing agents at various doses to test their viability. Briefly, A549 and A549/Adr cells were respectively seeded in 96-well culture plates at a density of 1×10⁴ cells per well and incubated in the complete medium for 24 h. These wells were divided into different groups and respectively exposed to DOX, DOX + CUR, or (DOX + CUR)–PMs at prescribed equivalent DOX doses of 0.05, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, or 1 µg/mL for A549 cells and 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, or 30 µg/mL for A549/Adr cells. The applied amount of CUR was 1.6 times as much as DOX in both cases, respectively corresponding to A549 and A549/Adr cells. These cells were additionally incubated for up to 72 h, and the cell viability was assessed using the MTT assay.

**Cellular uptake**

To determine the uptake of different agents in A549/Adr cells, the cells were plated in 6-well dishes at a density of 1×10⁴ cells per well, and each well was provided with a microscope slide for cell climbing. After 24 h culturing in complete medium, the cells were treated with DOX, CUR, DOX + CUR, and (DOX + CUR)–PMs, respectively. The equivalent DOX dose was 10 µg/mL, while the CUR dose was 16 µg/mL. After 2 h treatment, the cells were washed with cold PBS, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 min and stained with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole to label the cell nucleus. The stained cells were viewed using confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM; Olympus, Tokyo, Japan).

**Flow cytometry**

To figure out the possible mechanism for the uptake of (DOX + CUR)–PMs into A549/Adr cells, A549/Adr cells were respectively treated with different endocytosis inhibitors for a short period of time, and then, the treated A549/Adr cells were exposed to (DOX + CUR)–PMs in combination with one of the used endocytosis inhibitors for an additional culture duration. The internalized amount of (DOX + CUR)–PMs in the A549/Adr cells was measured using a flow cytometer. In brief, A549/Adr cells were seeded in 6-well plates at a density of 5×10⁴ cells per well and allowed to attach for 24 h in complete media. All wells were divided into 6 groups with 3 wells in each group. The first 4 groups (Groups 1, 2, 3, and 4) were respectively pretreated with chlorpromazine (10 µg/mL), quercetin (40 µg/mL), indomethacin (100 µg/mL), and β-cyclodextrin (2 mg/mL) for 1 h at 37°C. Afterward, each group was treated with (DOX + CUR)–PMs in conjunction with an endocytosis inhibitor among the 4 mentioned earlier for another 1 h at 37°C, and the applied dose for each type of endocytosis inhibitor was maintained the same as that indicated earlier. Group 5 was used to examine the effect of culture temperature on the endocytosis of (DOX + CUR)–PMs. A549/Adr cells in Group 5 were cultured in complete medium at 4°C for 1 h without pretreatment using endocytosis inhibitor, and they were then exposed to (DOX + CUR)–PMs and cultured at 4°C for another 1 h. The remaining group (Group 6) was used as the control, and this group was processed in the same way as Group 5 but by setting the culture temperature at 37°C. The applied equivalent amount of DOX and CUR for all groups was 10 and 16 µg/mL, respectively.

After completion of the designated incubation, cells in all groups were washed with PBS and treated with trypsin. PBS (1.0 mL) was then added to each well, and the mixture in each well was centrifuged at 5,000 rpm for 5 min. After removal of the supernatants, the collected cell pellets were washed twice with cold PBS, and cell suspensions were subjected to follow-up measurements using a flow cytometer (Coulter FC500, Beckman, Piscataway, NJ, USA). Data for the 10,000 gated events were collected and analyzed following ModFit LT 3.0 program.

**Blood clearance**

The animal experiments were conducted according to National Institutes of Health standards as set forth in the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and were approved by the Committee on the Ethics of Animal
Experiments of the Hubei University of Science and Technology. To establish mouse tumor models, LLC cells (2.5×10⁵ cells in 0.1 mL of PBS) were injected into the muscle at the right hind legs of male C57BL/6 mice. After the tumor volume reached a range between 50 and 200 mm³, the hair of mice was removed using sodium sulfide solution (80 g/L in 30% ethanol). The mice (n=48) were randomly divided into 4 groups of 12 mice each. Mice in different groups were injected with DOX, CUR, DOX + CUR, or (DOX + CUR)–PMs via the tail vein; the equivalent DOX dose was 5 mg/kg, while the CUR dose was 1.6 times as much as DOX. Blood samples were collected using heparinized tubes (the starting time point was set as 5 s after injection) at different time intervals (0.08, 0.16, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 12, 24, 48, and 72 h). Plasma samples were obtained by centrifugation at 4,000 rpm for 10 min, precipitated with methanol and analyzed using ultra-performance liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry.

**Antitumor efficacy**

LLC tumor-bearing C57BL/6 mice (n=25) were randomly divided into 4 groups: 1) control group (normal saline), 2) DOX group, 3) DOX + CUR group, and 4) (DOX + CUR)–PMs group. Before injection, all mice were marked and weighed, and the length and width of tumors were measured to determine their initial volume. The day of injection was designated as Day 1. In Groups 2, 3, and 4, mice were injected with DOX, DOX + CUR, and (DOX + CUR)–PMs via the tail vein, respectively, and injection for each group was given on Day 1, Day 3, and Day 5. The equivalent DOX dose was 5 mg/kg, while the CUR dose was 1.6 times as much as DOX. With regard to the control group (Group 1), the mice were injected with the same volume of normal saline. The tumor size was measured every other day, and the tumor volume was estimated by the following formula:

\[ V (\text{mm}^3) = \frac{\text{length} \times \text{width}^2}{2} \]  

(3)

**Statistical analysis**

Data were expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Statistical analyses were carried out using statistical software (GraphPad Prism). One-way analysis of variance was used to examine whether significant differences existed between the measured data, and \( P<0.05 \) was considered to be statistically significant.

**Results**

**Basic parameters of micelles**

In this study, an attempt was made to develop a new type of drug-loaded micelle that can reverse MDR of certain lung cancer cells. Under optimal assembling conditions, some desirable (DOX + CUR)–PMs were obtained, and typical results are presented in Figure 2. The TEM image in Figure 2A shows that these micelles had sizes of ~20 nm and were without aggregation. Figure 2B shows that the size distribution of (DOX + CUR)–PMs had an approximate Gaussian distribution character, and the average size of the (DOX + CUR)–PMs calculated from Figure 2B is 17.02 ± 2.58 nm (polydispersity index: 0.22). These (DOX + CUR)–PMs were also assessed for their zeta potential, and they were found to be nearly neutral with very small zeta potential of 0.37 ± 0.014 mV. The DL of DOX and CUR in (DOX + CUR)–PMs was found to be 6.14% and 9.82%, respectively, and the matched LE was determined to be 81.8% ± 0.91% for DOX and 86.4% ± 0.36% for CUR. In addition, the critical aggregation concentration of (DOX + CUR)–PMs was estimated to be 0.04 ± 0.0039 mg/mL. Based on these

![Figure 2](https://www.dovepress.com/)

**Figure 2** Physical characteristics of (DOX + CUR)–PMs.

Notes: (A) Representative TEM image and (B) size distribution of (DOX + CUR)–PMs.

Abbreviations: CUR, curcumin; DOX, doxorubicin; (DOX + CUR)–PMs, polymeric micelles loaded with DOX and CUR; TEM, transmission electron microscopy.
results, it can be concluded that these micelles have potential for practical applications due to their small sizes and clinically acceptable DLs.\textsuperscript{2,3}

To examine the colloidal stability of (DOX + CUR)–PMs, they were dispersed in 1% and 10% aqueous BSA solutions to test whether any precipitation occurred; the size and zeta potential of the micelles were also measured, and the relevant data collected over 24 h are presented in Figure 3. There was no visualized precipitation of the micelles when they were exposed to these BSA solutions. Results in Figure 3A reveal that the BSA concentration had a significant impact ($P<0.05$) on the size of (DOX + CUR)–PMs and that higher BSA concentration resulted in larger sizes; moreover, at a fixed BSA concentration, the size of the micelles did not significantly change with increasing incubation time. Data in Figure 3B indicate that the zeta potential of (DOX + CUR)–PMs became negative when they were in 1% or 10% BSA aqueous solutions and that the BSA concentration significantly influenced the zeta potential of micelles. This can be ascribed to the coating effect of BSA on the micelles. It is known that the isoelectric point of BSA is about 4.7, and thus, BSA carries negative charges at neutral pH. As a result, BSA-coated (DOX + CUR)–PMs in solution should show negative zeta potential; and a concentrated BSA solution would cause stronger coating effect on the micelles, leading to more negative zeta potential. These results reveal that these micelles are stable in BSA aqueous solutions.

Release profiles of micelles
The release profiles of (DOX + CUR)–PMs are illustrated in Figure 4. It is observed that (DOX + CUR)–PMs released the loaded DOX at rapid rates in the first few hours, and the cumulative amount of released DOX reached about 50% within 4 h. Thereafter, their release rates became very slow. The pattern for CUR shows that (DOX + CUR)–PMs released CUR in a similar manner, but the release rate of CUR was significantly lower ($P<0.05$) than that of DOX until the release time reached about 6 h.

Cytotoxicity of micelles
L929 cells, a type of normal murine fibroblasts, were used to assess whether there is any cytotoxicity after they are treated with blank micelles, and the relevant results for the viability of L929 cells are presented in Figure 5. The cell viability was higher than 98% after 48 h incubation when the applied

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure3.png}
\caption{Colloidal stability of (DOX + CUR)–PMs in 1% and 10% BSA solutions.
Notes: (A) Size changes of (DOX + CUR)–PMs cultured in 1% and 10% BSA solutions at 37°C. (B) Changes in zeta potential of (DOX + CUR)–PMs cultured in 1% and 10% BSA solutions at 37°C for 24 h; n=3; *$P<0.05$; **$P<0.01$. The error bars represent standard deviation.
Abbreviations: CUR, curcumin; DOX, doxorubicin; (DOX + CUR)–PMs, polymeric micelles loaded with DOX and CUR; BSA, bovine serum albumin.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
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\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure4.png}
\caption{Cumulative release profiles of (DOX + CUR)–PMs.
Notes: n=3. The error bars represent standard deviation.
Abbreviations: CUR, curcumin; DOX, doxorubicin; (DOX + CUR)–PMs, polymeric micelles loaded with DOX and CUR.}
\end{figure}
The viability of A549 and A549/Adr cells exposed to varied amounts of DOX, DOX + CUR, and (DOX + CUR)–PMs is presented in Figure 6. Considering that A549 cells belong to the DOX-sensitive category of cells, the applied equivalent dose of DOX was selected as 1 µg/mL or less. In Figure 6A and B, DOX (concentration producing a 50% decrease of viability [IC$_{50}$]: 1.03 µg/mL, 48 h) and DOX + CUR (IC$_{50}$: 0.895 µg/mL, 48 h) showed similar cytotoxicity until the DOX concentration reached about 0.6 µg/mL, and after that, as the concentration further increased, DOX + CUR had higher cytotoxicity toward A549 cells than DOX alone. On the other hand, (DOX + CUR)–PMs (IC$_{50}$: 0.648 µg/mL, 48 h) displayed notably higher cytotoxicity than the other two, starting from a concentration of 0.4 µg/mL.

For the A549/Adr cells, the applied equivalent DOX dose was set in a range between 1 and 30 µg/mL due to the DOX-resistant properties of A549/Adr cells. As shown in Figure 6C and D, DOX + CUR (IC$_{50}$: 22.7 µg/mL, 48 h) had much higher cytotoxicity toward A549/Adr cells than DOX (IC$_{50}$: 37.9 µg/mL, 48 h) alone starting from a concentration...
of 20 µg/mL, and (DOX + CUR)–PMs (IC₅₀: 3.95 µg/mL, 48 h) exhibited considerably enhanced cytotoxicity than the other two starting from a concentration of 1 µg/mL.

**Cellular uptake**

To visualize the uptake into A549/Adr cells, the cells were incubated with DOX, CUR, DOX + CUR, and (DOX + CUR)–PMs for 2 h, and the uptake events were examined using CLSM. The images displayed in Figure 7A indicate that a very small amount of DOX was taken up by the cells. Figure 7B shows that CUR was more easily internalized by A549/Adr cells as compared to DOX. The red fluorescence with high brightness in Figure 7C confirms that the uptake of DOX was greatly enhanced when A549/Adr cells were treated with a combination of DOX and CUR. The images presented in Figure 7D exhibit that most of the CUR and DOX had already entered the nucleoli of A549/Adr cells when (DOX + CUR)–PMs were applied.

**Uptake mechanism**

A549/Adr cells without pretreatment using endocytosis inhibitors were incubated with (DOX + CUR)–PMs at the two different temperatures of 4°C and 37°C to see the difference in the uptake of (DOX + CUR)–PMs. Typical flow cytometric patterns for these two cases are presented in Figure 8A. It can be observed that there was a large difference in the endocytosis of (DOX + CUR)–PMs when the incubation temperature was set at 37°C and 4°C.
More samples cultured respectively at 4°C and 37°C were measured, and the average fluorescence intensity is depicted in Figure 8B. The bar graphs in Figure 8B show that the endocytosis of (DOX + CUR)–PMs at 37°C was around 8-fold higher than that measured at 4°C, verifying that the endocytosis pathway of (DOX + CUR)–PMs in A549/Adr cells was highly energy dependent. To facilitate the endocytosis of (DOX + CUR)–PMs, all follow-up incubations were conducted at 37°C.
A549/Adr cells pretreated with the four types of endocytosis inhibitors were incubated with (DOX + CUR)–PMs at 37°C to find out the possible uptake mechanism, and the relevant flow cytometric patterns for these cases are also represented in Figure 8A (II, III, IV, and V, respectively, for these four cases). To quantitatively compare the effects of endocytosis inhibitors on the uptake of (DOX + CUR)–PMs, more samples corresponding to each kind of inhibitor were measured, and their average fluorescence intensity is illustrated in Figure 8C.

**In vivo clearance**

After intravenous administration of DOX, CUR, DOX + CUR, and (DOX + CUR)–PMs for predetermined time intervals, time-dependent concentrations of DOX and CUR in plasma of mice were measured, and the relevant results are presented in Figure 9. As shown in Figure 9A, the plasma concentration of DOX (open circles) quickly dropped down to a very low level within 0.5 h when free DOX was applied; injection of DOX + CUR (open squares) did not result in any significant difference in the plasma concentrations of DOX when compared to the injection of DOX alone; and in the case of (DOX + CUR)–PMs, the plasma concentrations of DOX were notably higher (P<0.01) than those measured in the two other cases over a period of 6 h of in vivo circulation. Similar observations for the plasma concentrations of CUR were registered in Figure 9B. Injection of free CUR or a DOX + CUR combination did not significantly influence the plasma concentrations of CUR, and in the case of (DOX + CUR)–PMs, the plasma concentration of CUR during a 6 h circulation period was significantly higher (P<0.01) than that detected in the two other cases.

**In vivo antitumor efficacy**

Antitumor effects of different DOX formulations were evaluated using LLC tumor-bearing C57BL/6 mice. The variation of tumor volume with time is shown in Figure 10A. It was observed that the tumor volume of mice in the control group increased starting from Day 5; after injection of DOX alone or in combination with CUR, the tumor volume of mice significantly reduced when compared to that in the control group, and a combination of DOX and CUR showed significantly higher efficiency against the growth of tumor. To see the differences in tumor volumes more clearly, two curves for the free DOX + CUR combination and for the (DOX + CUR)–PMs in Figure 10A are expanded and displayed in Figure 10B. The changes in body weight of mice were also monitored, and the relevant data are depicted in Figure 10C.

**Discussion**

In principle, starting materials for assembling micelles are important because they are closely correlated to the size and surface properties of the resulting micelles, as well as their loading capacity. In this study, DSPE-PEG<sub>2000</sub> was selected as a starting material considering that it is an amphiphilic copolymer and can be self-assembled into uniform micelles with small sizes. Another starting material, TPGS<sub>1000</sub> was used together with DSPE-PEG<sub>2000</sub> to endue the resulting micelles with a new ability to inhibit the functions of P-gp and, in turn, to overcome the MDR of certain cancer cells.

Based on preliminary trials, it was found that micelles could be assembled using a regular film-forming technique, and the DSPE-PEG<sub>2000</sub> component in micelles had a high tolerance for the coexistence of the TPGS<sub>1000</sub> component.
Although several processing parameters could affect the micelle assembly, the ratio of TPGS<sub>1000</sub> to DSPE-PEG<sub>2000</sub> and their concentration in the blend solutions were found to act as the main factors for controlling the size and LE of micelles. These two parameters were thus optimized to prepare small-sized micelles. The results shown in Figure 2 confirm that the materials used and the applied assembly technique are suitable for achieving small-sized micelles. The small size of (DOX + CUR)–PMs is propitious to target tumors through the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect. On the other hand, these (DOX + CUR)–PMs have just the right sizes that allow them to avoid clearance either by renal infiltration (<10 nm) or by the reticuloendothelial system (RES) (>100 nm).33

Figure 4 indicates that the two release curves are composed of a rapid ascent section and a following plateau region, and there are significant differences in the release rates between them until the release time reaches around 6 h.

As described in the “Assembly of PMs” section, both DOX and CUR were incorporated into micelles by physical and hydrophobic interactions during the assembly of micelles, and thus, DOX and CUR would easily diffuse through pores or channels existing on the surfaces of micelles when the micelles are exposed to the release medium, leading to the fast release of DOX and CUR at the early stage. After being released for a period of time, the core of micelles could become compact due to the reduction of entrapped drugs, resulting in the subsequent slow release. With regard to the relatively slow release rate for CUR, the possible reason is that CUR has relatively strong hydrophobicity than DOX.

It is known that CUR is able to sensitize many types of cancer cells and to inhibit them from proliferating.15,16 In comparison to free DOX, the enhanced cytotoxicity for A549 cells arising from DOX + CUR at higher doses can be attributed to the synergistic effects of DOX and CUR (Figure 6A and B).
been desalted to facilitate its loading, and hence, deprotonated DOX became somewhat hydrophobic. On the other hand, CUR is known to be hydrophobic, and in particular, it can be easily degraded under physiological conditions. In contrast to free CUR, the loaded CUR in (DOX + CUR)–PMs would be completely protected from degradation before GET gets into cells, and thus, more CUR molecules with sensitizing activity can finally be transferred into the cells during the endocytosis of (DOX + CUR)–PMs compared to the case of the simple combination of DOX and CUR. As a result, (DOX + CUR)–PMs result in enhanced cytotoxicity toward A549 cells, as shown in Figure 6.

It is well established that P-gp has a membrane pump function associated with ATP, and it is able to pump out the internalized drugs, leading to the occurrence of MDR of cancer cells. By comparing Figure 6A with Figure 6C, it can be seen that the viability of A549 cells treated with free DOX at a dose of 1 µg/mL is similar to that of A549/Adr cells exposed to free DOX at a dose of 30 µg/mL. The poor ability of free DOX to inhibit the growth A549/Adr cells can be ascribed to the overexpression of P-gp in A549/Adr cells.

It has been reported that CUR has the ability to suppress the pumping function of P-gp expressed in malignancies involving lung, colon, and other tissues. Therefore, in contrast to DOX alone, the stronger inhibitory effect of DOX + CUR on the growth of A549/Adr cells can be attributed to the synergistic actions of DOX + CUR. In the case of (DOX + CUR)–PMs, the component TPGS

The very low internalized amount of DOX presented in Figure 7A can be ascribed to the DOX-resistant properties of A549/Adr cells. In comparison to the case illustrated in Figure 7A, the internalization of CUR shown in Figure 7B is notably enhanced, confirming that CUR has certain ability to avoid exocytosis by A549/Adr cells. The merged image displayed in Figure 7C reveals that most of the internalized CUR and DOX resided in the cytoplasm of A549/Adr cells instead of nucleoli, suggesting that the DOX-resistant properties of A549/Adr cells have been partially overcome in the presence of CUR because the internalized DOX was still observed inside cells after 2 h incubation. The images shown in Figure 7D demonstrate that TPGS

Figure 7C indicates that a small amount of free CUR already enters the nucleoli of A549/Adr cells, but most of the free DOX is located in the cytoplasm. This can be ascribed to the property of A549/Adr cells. It is known that A549/Adr cells belong to the category of DOX-resistant cells, and thus, the internalized free DOX could be eliminated via the MDR pathway before they can reach the nucleoli of A549/Adr cells. Concomitantly, the internalized free CUR could also face degradation because of the enzyme-containing microenvironment inside the cells. In the case of (DOX + CUR)–PMs, DOX and CUR are internalized into A549/Adr cells via micelle carriers, and hence, DOX and CUR are able to stay inside the cytoplasm for a much longer time than free DOX and free CUR due to the protection of micelle carriers, allowing them to have high opportunity to enter the nucleoli of A549/Adr cells.

To find out the possible mechanism for the uptake of (DOX + CUR)–PMs into A549/Adr cells, the cells were exposed to (DOX + CUR)–PMs together with one of the designated pathway inhibitors. In this study, several pathway inhibitors, namely, chlorpromazine, β-cyclodextrin, quercetin, and indomethacin, were selected considering that the endocytosis mechanisms of these inhibitors have been clearly elucidated. Chlorpromazine is reported to be a clathrin-dependent endocytosis inhibitor, and the inhibiting effect of β-cyclodextrin is mediated by caveolae/lipid raft. Quercetin has clathrin- and caveolin-dependent characteristics, and the inhibiting function of indomethacin is related to caveolin mediation.

In Figure 8, it can be observed that in comparison to the control (without pretreatment using endocytosis inhibitor), chlorpromazine has a limited impact on the internalization of (DOX + CUR)–PMs; β-cyclodextrin greatly inhibits the uptake of (DOX + CUR)–PMs, while indomethacin and quercetin are also able to significantly inhibit the endocytosis of (DOX + CUR)–PMs. On this basis, it can be inferred that the cellular uptake of (DOX + CUR)–PMs in A549/Adr cells is controlled via a multifactorial mechanism that is associated with energy-dependent, caveolae-mediated, and clathrin-independent endocytosis.

Results illuminated in Figure 9 reveal that a simple combination of DOX and CUR will not help to increase the
plasma concentration of DOX or CUR, and that the co-delivery of DOX and CUR via herein-designed micelles is effective for significantly increasing the blood concentration of DOX or CUR and prolonging their respective blood circulation time. The reason for the prolonged circulation of (DOX + CUR)–PMs and the matching high plasma concentration of DOX or CUR can be ascribed to the properties of micelles. As mentioned earlier, (DOX + CUR)–PMs had an average size of around 17 nm, which allows micelles to avoid the clearance by renal infiltration or by RES.31 On the other hand, (DOX + CUR)–PMs had hydrophilic surface due to the presence of PEG segments, which would help micelles to evade the opsonization of various proteins in blood and the cytophagy related to mononuclear macrophages.42,43

Data shown in Figure 10 demonstrate that the growth of tumor in the group treated with (DOX + CUR)–PMs is notably inhibited as compared to that treated either with DOX alone or with the combination of DOX and CUR. The high efficiency of (DOX + CUR)–PMs in inhibiting the growth of tumors can be attributed to the long circulation time and the EPR effects of the micelles themselves as well as the synergistic actions of DOX, CUR and TPGS1000 against the tumors.

Body weight of mice in the control group gradually increased with time, and it is attributed to the regular growth of tumor-bearing mice. The body weight of mice in the groups treated with free DOX or a DOX + CUR combination shows a weight-reducing tendency starting from around 1 wk after the first injection, revealing that toxic effects are produced by DOX or the mixture of DOX and CUR. The body weight of mice in the groups treated with (DOX + CUR)–PMs increases at relatively low rates as compared to the control group, which could be attributed to the reduced side effects of the loaded drugs due to the drug’s encapsulation inside micelles.24

**Conclusion**

PMs loaded with DOX and CUR were successfully assembled using TPGS1000 and DSPE-PEG2000 as component materials, and their size, DL, and LE could be regulated by the ratio of TPGS1000 to DSPE-PEG2000 and by the concentration of the mixed solutions. Under optimal assembly conditions, the resultant micelles showed definite ability to deliver both DOX and CUR into DOX-resistant A549/Adr cells and, meanwhile, to synergistically reverse the DOX resistance of A549/Adr cells. In vivo examinations confirmed that the micelles had capability to increase the plasma concentration of DOX or CUR and to prolong their respective circulation in blood stream. In addition, these micelles were able to significantly inhibit tumor growth in LLC tumor-bearing mice. These results suggest that the herein-developed micelles have potential in the treatment of lung cancer.
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